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Abstract
Coulomb breakup of unstable neutron-rich carbon isotopes 15,17C has been studied at energies around ∼ 500–
600 MeV/nucleon. Non-resonant low-lying dipole strength is observed in these isotopes which can be explained by a di-
rect breakup mechanism. In addition to the decay neutron from excited projectile, γ -rays emitted from excited fragments after
Coulomb breakup are measured in coincidence, giving access to quantitative spectroscopic information. The spectroscopic fac-
tor deduced for a valence neutron occupying the s1/2 level in the 15C ground state is consistent with that obtained earlier from
(d,p) transfer reactions. The analysis for Coulomb breakup of 17C shows that most of the cross section yields the 16C core in
excited states. The predominant ground-state configuration of 17C is found to be 16C(2+)⊗ νs,d .
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The physics of exotic nuclei has attracted much
interest during the past decade [1–3]. In many re-
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spects, the properties of nuclei with large neutron ex-
cess have turned out to be very different compared
to those of stable nuclei. One interesting observation
in exotic nuclei is the existence of a strong dipole
transition component located just above the neutron
separation threshold. Loosely-bound valence nucle-
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ons couple strongly to the particle continuum yielding
the phenomenon of low-lying multipole strength, not
known in stable nuclei. Experimentally, low-lying di-
pole strength was observed in the halo nuclei 6He [4],
11Li [5–7], 11Be [8], 19C [9], but recently also in the
more tightly bound isotopes 17–22O [10]. To explain
the low-lying dipole strength in neutron-rich nuclei,
two types of mechanisms have been discussed. One is
the excitation of a soft dipole resonance resulting from
oscillations of the core against the valence nucleons
[11]. The other is the direct breakup mechanism, i.e.,
a single-particle transition into the continuum, which
occurs at large strength due to the spatially extended
valence-nucleon wave function [12]. One may observe
such excitations by Coulomb breakup induced at near
relativistic beam energies. Since a loosely-bound nu-
cleon or a cluster of nucleons has a large probability
of being outside the nuclear radius of the more tightly
bound core nucleus, large Coulomb dissociation cross
sections are expected.
The main purpose of this Letter is to show that the
details of the ground-state configuration of loosely-
bound nuclei can be derived from excitation of these
nuclei into non-resonant continuum states through
electromagnetic interaction. There have been many
studies of the structure of exotic nuclei using strongly
interacting probes (e.g., [13–17]). Studying the struc-
ture of loosely-bound nuclei using electromagnetic
excitation as a spectroscopic tool has the advantage
that this interaction is well understood. Only a lim-
ited number of experimental investigations have so far
employed Coulomb breakup [8,9]. Here, we present
the first study of the single-particle structure of ex-
otic nuclei through Coulomb dissociation by mea-
suring both the decay neutron and γ -rays in coinci-
dence with the projectile. The method is applied to the
neutron-rich nuclei 15,17C whose neutron separation
energies amount to 1.218 and 0.729 MeV, respectively.
The different excited states of the fragments after di-
rect breakup can be identified through their charac-
teristic γ -ray decay. Moreover, the distribution of the
Coulomb dissociation cross section dσ/dE∗ versus
excitation energy E∗ depends on the quantum num-
bers of the single-particle orbital occupied by the va-
lence neutron.
The ground state spin of 15C is known to be Iπ =
1/2+. The spectroscopic factor for the valence neutron
in the s orbital is close to one as obtained from
14C(d,p)15C reactions. The reported values are 0.99
[18], 0.88 [19], and 1.03 and 0.76 [20], to some extent
depending on the choice of the DWBA parameter sets.
A narrow momentum distribution (67 ± 3 MeV/c)
of the fragment 14C was observed after one-neutron
removal [14,17] which is indicative of a spatially
extended matter radius. It is interesting to note that the
matter radius deduced from interaction cross sections,
however, is only marginally larger than that of the core
nucleus [21]. On the other hand, the charge-changing
cross section for this isotope is larger than that for
neighboring carbon isotopes [22]. These somewhat
conflicting results encouraged us to investigate the
nucleus 15C. The measurement for 15C should also
serve to check the new method as presented here,
by comparing resulting spectroscopic factors to those
from transfer reactions.
The ground state spin of 17C is not fully estab-
lished experimentally. Since the last valence neutron
can occupy the 1s1/2, 0d3/2, or 0d5/2 orbitals, the
ground state spin could be either 1/2+, 3/2+, or
5/2+. Shell model calculations predict three close-
lying levels with these spins. Warburton and Millener
[23] showed that the analysis of the spectra following
β-decay of 17C seems to exclude a 5/2+ ground state
spin. A comparison of the measured β-decay half-life
of this isotope [24] with the theoretical prediction for
a Gamow–Teller β-decay, however, allows both 3/2+
and 5/2+ as ground state spin. But the comparison
between the experimental one-neutron-removal cross
section for 17C and Hartree–Fock calculations includ-
ing dynamical core polarization favours 5/2+ as the
ground state spin [25]. It may be interesting to note
that though the neutron separation energy is smaller
than in the case of 15C, a relatively broad momentum
distribution (141 ± 6 MeV/c) of the fragment (16C)
was observed after one-neutron removal from 17C [13,
14,17]. The broad momentum distribution could be ex-
plained by considering s and d neutrons coupled to the
first 2+ core-excited state of 16C. This was confirmed
by measuring the momentum distribution of the core
fragment (16C) in coincidence with its γ -decay from
the first excited state after one-neutron knockout [26].
There are also several theoretical efforts to study the
structure of 15,17C [27–30] which need experimental
verification.
In this Letter, experimental results on single-
particle properties of 15,17C will be presented. These
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are obtained by analyzing electromagnetic excitation
cross sections of secondary beams impinging on a
high-Z target at energies of ∼ 500–600 MeV/nucleon
within the direct-breakup model. At such high beam
energies, the excitation mechanism favors E1 transi-
tions with only small contributions from E2 transi-
tions.
The radioactive beams were produced by fragmen-
tation of a primary 40Ar beam delivered by the syn-
chrotron SIS at GSI, Darmstadt, impinging on a beryl-
lium target (4.0 g/cm2). The secondary beams were
separated according to their magnetic rigidities us-
ing the Fragment Separator FRS [31]. Since no de-
grader was used, the beam contained various isotopes
with similar mass-to-charge ratios (A/Z = 2.5–2.75)
ranging from beryllium up to fluorine. Among those
were 15,16,17C with beam energies of 605, 548 and
496 MeV/nucleon, respectively. The secondary beams
were identified uniquely by means of energy-loss and
time-of-flight measurements. The trajectories of the
particles were measured with position-sensitive sili-
con diodes placed before and after the secondary tar-
get. Behind the target, the fragments were deflected by
a large-gap dipole magnet. By using energy-loss and
time-of-flight measurements as well as position mea-
surements before and after the dipole magnet, the nu-
clear charge, velocity, scattering angle, and the mass of
each fragment were determined. The positions of the
fragments behind the dipole magnet were measured by
scintillating fiber detectors [32]. The neutrons emitted
from the excited projectiles or excited projectile-like
fragments are kinematically focussed into forward di-
rection and were detected with high efficiency in the
neutron detector LAND [33]. This detector was placed
at zero degree about 11 m downstream from the target
and covered a horizontal and vertical angular range of
about ±80 mrad. In order to detect γ -rays, the target
was surrounded by the 4π Crystal-Ball spectrometer
consisting of 160 NaI detectors.
By measuring the momenta of all decay products
of the projectile after inelastic scattering followed by
breakup, the excitation energy of the nucleus is deter-
mined. The Coulomb dissociation cross section mea-
sured with the lead target (1.8 g/cm2) was obtained af-
ter subtracting nuclear contributions determined from
the data obtained with a carbon target (0.573 g/cm2)
and applying a proper scaling of the cross sections (for
details see [35]). Background contributions from re-
actions induced by materials of detectors were deter-
mined from data taken without any target and were
subtracted. The cross section can be experimentally
further differentiated by the coincident observation of
the characteristic γ -decay transitions of the core frag-
ments. Since the Crystal-Ball spectrometer covers the
full solid angle, the γ -ray sum energy can be deter-
mined reflecting directly the excitation energy of the
excited state. The detection efficiencies of the NaI
γ detectors under experimental conditions were esti-
mated by GEANT [34] simulations. Simulated and ex-
perimental results from a calibration with a 60Co γ -ray
source were found to be in agreement within 4%.
The resulting data are analysed on the basis of the
direct-breakup model [9,27] in which the nucleus is
considered to consist of a core and a loosely-bound
neutron. When a projectile moving with high veloc-
ity passes a target of high nuclear charge Z, it may
be excited by absorbing virtual photons from the time-
dependent Coulomb field. The corresponding differ-
ential cross section dσ/dE∗ for dipole excitations
decomposes into an incoherent sum of components
dσ(Iπc )/dE
∗ corresponding to different core states
with spin and parity, Iπ , populated after one-neutron
removal. For each core state, the cross section further-
more decomposes into an incoherent sum over contri-
butions from different angular momenta j of the va-





















NE1(E∗) is the number of equivalent dipole photons
of the target Coulomb field at an excitation energy E∗,
which can be computed in a semi-classical approxi-
mation [36,37]. ψnlj (r) represents the single-particle
wave function of the valence neutron in the projectile
ground state and C2S(Iπc , nlj) its spectroscopic fac-
tor with respect to a particular core state (Iπc ). The
final-state wave function 〈q| of the valence neutron
in the continuum may be approximated by a plane
wave. We discuss, however, also the effect of dis-
torted waves. The single-particle wave functions have
been derived from a Woods–Saxon potential with a ra-
dius parameter r0 = 1.25 fm and diffuseness parame-
ter a = 0.7 fm which were used earlier in this mass
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region for neutron-rich nuclei [14,16,26]. The depth
of the potential is adjusted in order to reproduce the
valence-neutron separation energy.
Eq. (1) indicates that the dipole strength distri-
bution is very sensitive to the single-particle wave
function which in turn depends on the orbital an-
gular momentum and the binding energy of the va-
lence neutron. Thus, by comparing the experimental
Coulomb dissociation cross section with the calculated
one, information on the ground state properties such
as the orbital angular momentum of the valence nu-
cleon and the corresponding spectroscopic factor may
be gained. The core state to which the neutron is cou-
pled can be identified by the characteristic γ -decay
of the core after releasing the valence neutron. The
Coulomb breakup cross section which leaves the core
in its ground state is obtained from the difference be-
tween the total cross section and the excited-state(s)
contribution(s).
The data analysis for 15C shows that the over-
whelming part (∼ 90%) of the breakup cross section
leaves the 14C core in its ground state and only a
small fraction (∼ 10%) of 14C fragments are found
in excited states as could be deduced from the corre-
sponding γ -ray spectra, see Fig. 1. The total Coulomb
dissociation cross section for 15C → 14C + neutron
amounts to 360 ± 10 mb, integrated up to 20 MeV
excitation energy. No resonance-like structure is ob-
served. The sum-energy spectrum of the γ -decay from
14C fragments is displayed in the upper part of Fig. 1.
It should be noticed that the rise in intensity towards
low γ -sum energies is due to atomic processes as we
deduce from spectra recorded for projectiles that do
not undergo breakup. After subtracting the contribu-
tions from excited states, dσ/dE∗ for electromagnetic
excitation of 15C followed by decay into a neutron and
a 14C fragment in its ground state is obtained (filled
symbols in Fig. 1). The cross section obtained with the
carbon target, reflecting essentially nuclear breakup, is
shown as well (note that a scaling factor of 2.1 was
applied, the ratio of nuclear cross sections for lead
and carbon targets [35]) and appears to be very small.
The distribution dσ/dE∗ is shown without acceptance
and efficiency corrections for the neutron detector. In-
stead, the calculated cross sections were convoluted
with the detector response obtained from detailed sim-
ulations. The experimentally observed shape of the
spectrum is in good agreement with the calculated one
Fig. 1. Top: γ -sum energy spectrum measured in coincidence with
14C fragments after Coulomb breakup of 15C in a lead target. The
inset shows a partial scheme of levels in 14C and their population
after Coulomb breakup. Bottom: differential Coulomb dissociation
cross section with respect to excitation energy (E∗) of 15C breaking
up into a neutron and a 14C fragment in its ground state (filled
circles). The nuclear contribution (see text) is shown by open
symbols. The solid curve displays the result from the direct-breakup
model in plane-wave approximation, the dotted curve that from a
distorted-wave analysis.
(solid curve in Fig. 1) where an s-wave neutron single-
particle wave function coupled to the 14C ground state
as initial state and an outgoing plane wave is adopted.
From the absolute cross section, a spectroscopic factor
0.73± 0.05 is deduced by fitting the calculated differ-
ential cross section dσ/dE∗ to the measured spectrum
(see Fig. 1). It is important, however, to notice that this
spectroscopic factor would increase to 0.92 ± 0.07,
if Woods–Saxon potential parameters of a = 0.5 fm
and r0 = 1.15 fm were adopted. Such parameters were
used in this mass region for stable nuclei and were
also adopted by Sauvan et al. [17] for neutron-rich
nuclei of similar masses. A distorted-wave approxi-
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mation for the neutron in the continuum leads to a
spectroscopic factor of 0.97± 0.08. For this distorted-
wave calculation we used the same Woods–Saxon pa-
rameters (a = 0.7 fm, r0 = 1.25 fm) for the initial
state as were used in the plane-wave approximation
above. In the case of the outgoing wave, a real volume
and an imaginary surface potential were utilized with
geometrical parameters (a and r0) as most commonly
adopted in the literature for neutron–nucleus optical
potentials. The real potential depth was taken to be
V = 50.0 − 0.3En (MeV), where En is the relative
energy between core and the outgoing neutron. The
strength of the imaginary surface potential was cho-
sen as Ws = 7.0 − 0.07En (MeV). The real potential
depth is close in magnitude and energy dependence to
that of the Wilmore–Hodgson global neutron optical
potential [38], which was fitted to low-energy neutron
scattering data for heavier nuclei (En < 10 MeV and
A > 40) and to that of a more recent fit to neutron
scattering data on 12C, 14N, and 16O, by Chadwick
and Young [39]. The surface imaginary strength was
taken to be intermediate between the more absorptive
Wilmore–Hodgson values and the smaller Chadwick–
Young values. For all the cases, the strength of the
spin-orbit interaction was 7.0 MeV. In Fig. 1, the solid
and dotted curves show the calculations within plane
and distorted wave approximation, respectively, with
adjusted spectroscopic factors. From (d,p) transfer
reactions, spectroscopic factors between 0.76 and 1.03
were reported [18–20]. It thus appears that our re-
sult obtained from Coulomb breakup is consistent with
that from transfer reactions within the systematic un-
certainties inherent to both methods. Both results are
in good agreement with the shell-model value of 0.98
obtained using the WBP interaction [40]. We notice,
however, that the description of our data in distorted-
wave approximation is less perfect than that obtained
within the plane-wave approximation, see Fig. 1. It ap-
pears that more theoretical work is required, which is
beyond the scope of this experimental report. In the
following analysis we quote spectroscopic factors re-
sulting from both, the plane-wave and distorted-wave
approximations.
Aside from the 14C ground state, levels around
E∗ ∼ 6 MeV are populated in Coulomb breakup. Due
to the intrinsic resolution of the NaI detectors and the
Doppler broadening effect, these states cannot be re-
solved. The spectrum appears somewhat down-shifted
in energy due to the detector response. The inset of
Fig. 1 shows a partial level scheme of 14C [41]. Among
the six excited states in 14C at energies between 6 and
7.35 MeV, in particular the 1− state at 6.093 MeV and
the 2+ state at 7.01 MeV could in principle be ex-
cited by the Coulomb field after the breakup reaction.
The cross sections for such excitations, however, are
less than 1 mb as estimated from a semiclassical cal-
culation using known reduced matrix elements from
the literature [41]. This is negligible compared to the
observed cross section of 36 ± 3 mb. Thus, it cannot
explain the population of these excited states. The ob-
servation of 14C excited states may tentatively be un-
derstood as excitation of a more deeply bound neutron
of 15C into the continuum. The p-orbital is the least
bound level occupied by core neutrons. In 14C, a hole
in the p1/2 or p3/2 orbital may couple with the s1/2
valence neutron to Iπ = 0−,1−, and 2− states. Lev-
els of such structure are found at energies 6.09 MeV
(1−), 6.90 MeV (0−), and 7.34 MeV (2−), see inset
of Fig. 1. Experimentally, aside from a γ -sum energy
peak around 6 MeV, we observe a γ -transition around
1 MeV in the singles γ -spectrum which may be due
to the transitions 0−→ 1− or 2−→ 1−. Furthermore,
the Coulomb dissociation cross section taken in coin-
cidence with the γ -sum energy peak around 6 MeV
can be well reproduced by the direct-breakup model
assuming the excitation of a p neutron. The spectro-
scopic amplitude for this process, analysed in plane-
wave approximation, is in qualitative agreement with
that from a shell-model calculation, see Table 1. We
note, however, that the distorted-wave approximation
delivers a value differing considerably from that of the
plane-wave approximation. The difference is conceiv-
able since a dipole excitation of a p neutron yields
outgoing s and d waves. The outgoing s-wave pen-
etrates deeper into the nuclear potential and suffers
more absorption than p waves or those of higher an-
gular momentum. Again, a final conclusion requires
more theoretical work and more systematic experi-
mental data. Nevertheless, it appears that Coulomb
breakup, in principle, even allows to probe the struc-
ture of more deeply bound nucleons. Our experimental
results on 15C are summarized in Table 1.
We now turn to the analysis of 17C. The sum-
energy spectrum of the γ decay from 16C fragments
after Coulomb breakup of 17C exhibits a strong peak
around 1.766 MeV and another peak around 3–4 MeV,
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Table 1
Partial Coulomb dissociation cross sections of 15,17C for different core states and valence-neutron orbitals. Cross sections obtained from the
direct-breakup model for neutrons occupying s , p, and d orbitals with a spectroscopic factor of one are given for comparison. The cross sections
are integrated up to an excitation energy of 20.0 MeV. The corresponding spectroscopic factors from shell-model calculations [26,40] and the
ones derived from the experiment are quoted in the last two columns
Isotope Core state Neutron orbital Cross section [mb] Spectroscopic factor
Iπ (E; [MeV]) Direct breakup Experiment Shell model Experiment
15C 0+(0.0) 1s1/2 437a 324±15 0.98 0.73± 0.05b
299c 0.97± 0.08d
0.76–1.03e
1−(6.09) 0p1/2,3/2 27a 36± 3 1.63 1.3± 0.1b
+0−(6.90)
17C 0+(0.0) 0d3/2 108a 9+15−9 0.03
2+(1.76) 1s1/2 166a 62± 7 0.16 0.23± 0.08b
90c 0.26± 0.14d
0d5/2 49a 1.44 0.6± 0.4b
23c 1.6± 0.6d
∼ 3–4 25± 7
a Calculation performed in plane-wave approximation.
b Spectroscopic factor obtained from this experiment by comparing to calculations in plane-wave approximation.
c Calculation performed in distorted-wave approximation.
d Spectroscopic factor obtained from this experiment by comparing to calculations in distorted-wave approximation.
e Experimental results from (d,p) reactions [18–20].
see Fig. 2(top). In contrast to 15C, Coulomb breakup
of 17C yields the 16C core mainly in excited states,
i.e., in the Iπ = 2+ state at an excitation energy of
1.766 MeV with 64 ± 9% of the cross section and
in excited states at energies around 3–4 MeV with
27 ± 9% of the cross section. Only a small part of
the cross section leaves the core in its ground state.
In principle, one could argue that the population of
the core-excited states could be due to inelastic ex-
citation in a second step after breakup as discussed
already for 15C. By inspection of our data from the
16C secondary beam for excitation of such states, it
can be shown, however, that this two-step mechanism
is negligible. The relative cross sections for the pop-
ulation of different core states are indicated together
with a partial level scheme of 16C [42] in the upper
part of Fig. 2. The lower part of Fig. 2 shows dσ/dE∗
for electromagnetic excitation of 17C in coincidence
with the 1.766 MeV γ transition (16C(2+ → 0+)) af-
ter subtracting the contribution of the cascade γ -rays
de-exciting the states at 3–4 MeV excitation energy.
Similar to 15C, no resonance structure is observed in
the Coulomb dissociation spectrum of 17C. The data
can be well reproduced by a fit including contributions
from wave functions involving l = 0 and l = 2 neu-
trons, as shown in Fig. 2 (dashed and solid curves).
The spectroscopic factors obtained from the fit to the
data using the plane-wave approximation (solid curve
in Fig. 2) for neutrons occupying s and d orbitals
are 0.23 ± 0.08 and 0.6 ± 0.4, respectively. These
values change to 0.26 ± 0.14 and 1.6 ± 0.6, respec-
tively, in the distorted-wave approximation (dashed
curve in Fig. 2). Obviously, 16C(2+) ⊗ νs,d can be
considered as the dominant ground state configura-
tion of 17C and in consequence, a 1/2+ ground state
spin of 17C can be ruled out. Hence, 3/2+ and 5/2+
are the possible ground state spins of 17C. Recently,
similar results were observed by a completely differ-
ent method. Maddalena et al. [26] reported that the
momentum distribution of 16C fragments in coinci-
dence with the 1.766 MeV γ -ray transition after a
knockout reaction agrees well with Glauber model
calculations considering s and d valence nucleons
with spectroscopic factors from shell-model calcula-
tions of 0.16 and 1.44, respectively. The Coulomb dis-
sociation cross section for population of 16C in its
ground state is very small (∼ 9+15−9 mb). Shell-model
calculations [26] quote spectroscopic factors of 0.7
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Fig. 2. Top: sum-energy spectrum of γ -decay transitions from 16C
after Coulomb breakup of 17C. The inset shows a partial scheme of
levels in 16C and their population after Coulomb breakup. Bottom:
differential Coulomb dissociation cross section with respect to
excitation energy (E∗) of 17C in coincidence with the 1.766 MeV
γ transition (16C(2+ → 0+)). The smooth curves are the cross
sections calculated on the basis of the direct-breakup model using
plane-wave approximation for l = 0 and l = 2 neutrons (dotted
curves) and their sum (solid curve). The dashed curve shows the
result using the distorted-wave approximation.
and 0.03 for the last bound neutron if configurations
of 16C(0+)⊗ νd5/2 or 16C(0+)⊗ νd3/2 are considered,
respectively. The direct-breakup model yields a cross
sections of 107 mb for a 16C(0+)⊗ νd configuration
with a spectroscopic factor of unity. Thus, our exper-
imental result favors Iπ = 3/2+ as the ground-state
spin of 17C as its small ground-state spectroscopic fac-
tor results in a breakup cross section consistent with
the experimental one. The same conclusion was drawn
from the knockout reaction [26]. In Table 1, the exper-
imental cross section for different core states and the
cross sections predicted by the direct-breakup model
are quoted. The spectroscopic factors for the neutron
occupying different orbitals as predicted by the shell-
model are also given. It should be noted, however,
that the core excitation energies in the shell-model cal-
culation are different from the experimentally known
ones; for example, the first excited state appears at
2.369 MeV rather than at 1.766 MeV. Apart from the
Iπ = 2+ state, the γ -ray spectrum in coincidence with
the 16C fragment exhibits a peak structure at sum-
energy of around 3–4 MeV, see Fig. 2. The low count-
ing statistics does not allow a quantitative analysis.
In conclusion, it has been shown that Coulomb dis-
sociation is a tool well suited for exploring single-
particle properties of exotic nuclei with loosely-bound
valence nucleons. The electromagnetic interaction is
especially sensitive to nuclei with valence neutrons oc-
cupying s orbitals. By means of a coincident observa-
tion of the core fragment, the released neutrons, and
γ -rays emitted from the fragments, spectroscopic fac-
tors for 15,17C ground-state configurations have been
deduced. For 15C, the main ground state configura-
tion is found to be 14C(0+)⊗ νs . For 17C, the domi-
nant ground state configuration involves a mixture of s
and d wave neutrons coupled to the first excited state
of the 16C core; a ground state spin Iπ = 1/2+ can be
excluded. A comparison of the deduced spectroscopic
factors with available data from other experimental
methods proves that a quantitative assessment is fea-
sible. The observed low-lying dipole strength in these
neutron-rich carbon isotopes can be understood as a
direct-breakup mechanism. It is found, however, that
the description of the differential cross section within
a distorted-wave approximation is not fully satisfac-
tory. More systematical theoretical and experimental
work is required in order to establish optical potentials
appropriate to these neutron-rich nuclei.
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